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Life Cycle Costing (LCC) is being performed per San Bernardino College District facilities, in 
response to Measure M Bond community communications reporting and ongoing accreditation 
activities.  This effort has begun with the New Science Building at Crafton Hills College.  
Additional facilities will be similarly analyzed in an arranged priority order to benefit SBCCD 
budgeting efforts, accreditation needs, and construction project decision efforts. 

Both Valley College (SBVC) and Crafton Hills College (CHC) will have facilities analyzed in 
the LCC process.  The first facility is at CHC and this narrative focuses on information received 
during that process, primarily related to CHC. 

The Measure M Project List for CHC facilities includes (years listed in parenthesis indicate 
anticipated year of completion, asterisks denote facilities selected for LCC analysis): 

1. PE and Athletic Complex (2013)* 
2. Performing Arts Center Renovation (2014) 
3. Maintenance and Operations Building Renovation (2015) 
4. New Science Building (2015)* 
5. New Crafton Center (2015)* 
6. Student Services A Renovation (2015)* 
7. College Center Renovation (2015) 
8. New Emergency Services Building (2015) 
9. Lab/Administration (LADM) Building Renovation (2016)* 
10. OE2 Building* 

The Measure M Project List for SBVC facilities includes: 

1. Campus signage and ADA Access 
2. Central Plant Project* 
3. Business Building Renovation* 
4. Physical Education and Athletics Complex 
5. Stadium/Field Improvements 
6. Auditorium Renovation* 
7. Technical Building Renovation* 
8. Gym* 

Air conditioning and heating generally represent a large percentage of energy used by a building.  
The CHC New Science Building is supplied chilled water (CHW) and heating water (HHW) 
from the new CHC Central Plant.  Air conditioning and heating energy are not included in this 



analysis for the New Science Building.  Those energy values will appear at the Central Plant and 
it will have its own energy analysis.  Decisions are completed for the design of the New Science 
Building and it will be connected to the CHC Central Plant.  Future CHC buildings, still in a 
design phase or to be designed in the future will approach this LCC analysis differently and LCC 
analysis for buildings having air conditioning equipment and boilers will include that energy use 
and equipment in the LCC analysis. 

Also, the energy used in the New Science Building, since it does not include energy for air 
conditioning and heating will be “less” per square foot of building area than buildings having 
equipment for air conditioning and heating within those buildings.  This must be considered 
when comparisons are made between different buildings. 

CHW and HHW energy are used in the New Science Building.  Since this energy is supplied as a 
“Campus Infrastructure Cost and Asset” it is not included in the Science Building LCC. 
Similarly, the 1.3 MW Concentrator Photovoltaic (CPV) Systems are designed to produce 90 – 
95% of the campus’ electrical energy needs.  CPV is also a Campus Infrastructure Cost and 
Asset. Both of these systems, the CPV and the Central Plant will save energy costs for CHC, but 
their costs must also be paid from their savings, first.  To allocate these costs to the Science 
Building would not provide beneficial information to the Life Cycle Cost analysis of the New 
Science Building. 

Relevant to the LCC analysis is the cost and budgeting of energy.  With the CPV and Central 
Plant energy costs being, as yet, varying in efficiency and cost/benefit; and given that both CPV 
and Central Plant savings are allocated toward paying for their capital outlay; they are excluded 
from the LCC analysis.  While the New Science Center does not have chiller(s) nor boiler(s) it 
does have split Dx cooling equipment and it does have air handling equipment.  There are also 
no pumps for CHW and HHW in the New Science Building.  Energy use projections are based 
on the equipment indicated on the construction documents, using the understandings stated here. 

Utility energy costs are average, based on history and projections.  These will change 
significantly as CPV costs stabilize with greater SBCCD experience and once capital costs are 
relieved.  Similarly, the Central Plant benefits will also become more fully realized and 
normalized.  Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is also a factor at the Valley College campus.  These 
factors affect the cost of electricity.  Further, buildings being connected and removed from the 
electrical grid affect the average cost of electricity.  These variables result in our use of the 
following costs for energy in this analysis: 

 Electricity $0.177 / kWh 

 Natural Gas $0.81 / Therm 

 Water/Sewer $4.09 / HCF  
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